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1

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

2

A.

My name is Thomas Plagemann. My business address is 1800 West Ashton Boulevard

3

Lehi, Utah 84043.

4

Q.

For whom are you testifying in the proceeding?

5

A.

Vivint Solar, Inc. (“Vivint Solar”).

6

Q.

What is your position at Vivint Solar.

7

A.

I am the Chief Commercial Officer, Executive Vice President, and Head of Capital

8

Markets.

9

Q.

What is your position at Solar Energy Industries Association (“SEIA”)?

10

A.

I am a member of the Board At-Large for SEIA and the State Policy Committee Chair.

11

Q.

Have you testified before the Commission before?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

14

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to detail the impacts that Rocky Mountain Power’s three-

15

part rate design will have on residential solar customers and the solar industry as a whole

16

in Utah and to submit for the Public Service Commission’s consideration, an alternative

17

rate design structure that ensures a healthy grid and a healthy residential solar industry.

18

Q.

Where did Rocky Mountain Power propose the three-part rate design?

19

A.

Rocky Mountain Power describes its proposed three-part rate design on lines 69 through

20

83 of Joelle R. Steward’s testimony as well as several other places throughout the

21

Compliance Filing.

22
23

Q.

Please briefly summarize Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed three-part rate design
in its Compliance Filing.
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24

A.

In November 2016, Rocky Mountain Power proposed to the Public Service Commission

25

a new three-part rate design for residential net metering customers as follows:

26

Part 1 – high monthly fixed charge of $15.00, which is an increase of $9.00 per month.

27

Part 2 – a monthly demand charge of $9.02 per kW of peak demand averaged over a

28

specified 60-minute period.

29

Part 3 – a reduced volumetric charge of $0.038 per kWh consumed.

30

It is important to note that Rocky Mountain Power’s proposal is substantially similar to

31

NV Energy’s 2015 proposed rate design.

32

Q.

33
34

What has happened in Nevada as a result of NV Energy’s 2015 proposed rate
design?

A.

NV Energy, a sister company to Rocky Mountain Power, both owned by Berkshire

35

Energy, sought to change the rooftop solar net metering program in a way very similar to

36

the current proposal from Rocky Mountain Power in front of this Commission. NV

37

Energy did not seek to grandfather customers, and the Nevada Commission initially sided

38

with the utility. In the aftermath of the Commission’s ruling, Nevada lost thousands of

39

jobs in the solar industry and there was a 99% decrease in net metering applications year-

40

over-year. The rooftop solar industry was essentially decimated, resulting in most

41

companies (including Vivint Solar) withdrawing from the state and relocating employees.

42

There was significant public and consumer outcry and as a result, in November 2016,

43

Nevada residents voted in a ballot measure to deregulate the state; and in June 2017, the

44

Nevada legislature passed AB-405 that restored net metering in Nevada and ensures each

45

residential net metering regime will be grandfathered for 20 years. We hope that Utah
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46

will learn a lesson from that experience and not follow a needlessly painful similar path

47

by rejecting Rocky Mountain Power’s proposal.

48

Q.

49
50

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective with respect to the high monthly fixed
charge of $15.00.

A.

It is not unusual in traditional residential ratemaking design to include reasonable

51

minimum charges, which help the utility recover a portion of its costs, as long as those

52

minimum charges are a small portion of a customer’s total utility bill. To be consistent

53

with accepted practice, it is critical that the fixed charge be small, reasonable, and fairly

54

distributed across all residential ratepayers. In its proposal, Rocky Mountain Power is

55

discriminating against one technology, residential solar, which is a vulnerable customer

56

segment, without taking into account the full short-term and long-term benefits to the

57

grid. As a result, the total fixed, non-by-passable charges, for the average residential solar

58

customer would be equal to 49% of that customer’s pre-solar bill. 1 This is not

59

reasonable. Furthermore, using Rocky Mountain Power’s logic, one should be concerned

60

about any technology that reduces the amount of energy purchased from Rocky Mountain

61

Power, because of the unproven presumption of a cross-subsidization, structured under

62

the guise of a specious cost shifting argument. To be clear, the behind the meter

63

consumption of energy produced from a residential solar energy system is no different

64

from any other technology that reduces residential energy consumption and therefore

65

should not entitle Rocky Mountain Power to create a new rate class for residential solar

66

customers. For example, Rocky Mountain Power has no intention of increasing the fixed

67

charge for ratepayers who adopt LED lighting, which may, as estimated by Catherine

1

Based on average customer monthly peak usage of 4.3KW and a corresponding average bill of $110
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68

Wolfram an energy economist and professor at the Haas School of Business, California

69

Berkeley, shift costs as much as adopting distributed solar. Rocky Mountain Power has

70

stated that it did not use the 2020 estimated net metering cost shift amount of “$27MM

71

per year based on current growth projections” (see page 10, line 200 of Joelle R.

72

Steward’s testimony) to create its proposed three-part rate design. 2

73

Finally, the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates (“NASUCA”) has

74

adopted a resolution which opposes efforts by utilities to increase residential customer

75

fixed or demand charges. The resolution states:

76

“Be it further resolved, that state public service commissions should promote and

77

adopt gas and electric rate design policy that minimizes monthly customer charges

78

of residential gas and electric utility customers in order to ensure that delivery

79

service rates are equitable, cost-based, least-cost, and encourage customer

80

adoption of conservation and federal and state energy efficiency programs.” 3

81

It is also stated that substantial increases in the customer charge “disproportionately” and

82

“inequitably” affect low usage customers, which is essentially who distributed generation

83

customers are. Such discriminatory ratemaking should be rejected by the Commission.

84

Q.

Is there a better alternative to a high fixed charge?

85

A.

Yes. Using a reasonable and small minimum bill for all residential customers as the

86

mechanism to assure some minimum level of cost recovery is a better solution than

87

implementing a high nonbypassable fixed charge.

88

Q.

Why?

2

In the January 23, 2017 Technical Conference, Rocky Mountain Power stated that its three-part rate
structure was not based on the $27MM per year cost shift.
3 The National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates, Resolution 2015-1, “Opposing Gas and
Electric Utility Efforts to Increase Deliver Service Customer Charges”
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89

A.

Because it incentivizes consumers to use less energy and promotes energy conservation.

90

A high fixed charge with a low volumetric charge will result in increased energy usage

91

because the incremental cost to the customer of using more power is so much lower. This

92

result would be in direct conflict with Rocky Mountain Power’s and the Commission’s

93

programmatic energy efficiency efforts. It would not serve the public interest.

94

Q.

95
96

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective with respect to the demand charge of $9.02
per kW and demand charges in general.

A.

Demand charges are standard in commercial and industrial ratemaking design, where the

97

ratepayers are larger, with higher average peak usage, are more sophisticated, and are

98

better equipped to manage such rate structures. As a result, and as described above,

99

demand charges are almost unheard of in residential ratemaking design, despite utility

100

companies’ repeated attempts to implement them. In Nevada, the Public Utilities

101

Commission flatly rejected NV Energy’s proposed demand charge for residential solar

102

customers. Shifting to a demand charge for residential solar customers would be

103

discriminatory and cause confusion due to a lack of understanding of the charge, an

104

inability to properly manage it, and the lack of data and transparency from Rocky

105

Mountain Power. In addition to not being a recommended rate policy, there is no

106

situation where a demand charge for one type of residential energy conservation is

107

acceptable. If one were to consider residential demand charges they would have to at a

108

minimum (i) be applicable to all residential customers in the same fashion, (ii) be

109

properly communicated and understood by all customers, (iii) reflect the actual

110

incremental costs of the customer’s usage or the actual cost of interconnection, and (iv)

111

be accompanied by data and/or technology allowing a customer to manage his/her peak
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112

demand and incurrence of those charges. As mentioned above we do not believe demand

113

charges are defensible as a rate design tool for residential customers.

114

Q.

115
116

If a demand charge is implemented what information would Rocky Mountain
Power need to provide its customers.

A.

It would be Rocky Mountain Power’s obligation, at its own cost, to help its customers

117

understand the difference between a kWh and a kW (“energy” and “power or capacity”)

118

and explain how each is priced. Additionally, it would be Rocky Mountain Power’s

119

obligation to provide the required tools and data transparency to its customers so each

120

knows how innocuous activities, such as vacuuming the floors while doing laundry, and

121

running the dishwasher all at 6:00 pm on a Tuesday night will result in a significantly

122

higher electric bill, even though such actions would create very minimal incremental grid

123

costs to Rocky Mountain Power. Demand charges poorly reflect actual incremental costs

124

to the grid, rather they are a cost recovery strategy that only benefits the utility. If Rocky

125

Mountain Power wants to impact peak demand there are other, more equitable, pricing

126

mechanisms that can help drive that result.

127

Q.

128
129

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective with respect to the reduced volumetric
charge of $0.038 per kWh.

A.

Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed three-part rate design would encourage residential

130

ratepayers, with a fairly stable consumption rate, to install a single solar panel system,

131

simply to obtain the benefit of the lower variable volumetric charge. However, the

132

installed residential solar energy system would provide limited benefits to Rocky

133

Mountain Power’s grid and ratepayers as a whole. Implementing a rate design that has

134

high fixed charges and a demand charge, combined with a low volumetric rate, creates a
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135

perverse incentive to ratepayers and undermines investment in energy efficiency due to

136

the separation of cost causation.

137

Q.

138
139

Does the volumetric charge of $0.038 reflect the true value of the solar energy
exported to the gird?

A.

No, the volumetric charge of $0.038 fails to capture the long-term and short-term benefits

140

that a residential solar energy system provides to the utility, the system, all ratepayers,

141

and the public interest. It fails to consider any of the demonstrable long-term values that

142

are typically considered in value of solar calculations. In combination with high demand

143

and fixed charges, low volumetric charges not only do not properly value residential

144

solar, they create incentives that are not good for the State of Utah or its ratepayers.

145

Q.

146
147

What impact will Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed three-part rate structure have
on a new residential solar customer.

A.

Per Rocky Mountain Power, the impact to a residential solar customer under the proposed

148

three-part rate structure will be about $20 per month, which equates to approximately

149

$240 per year, per customer or approximately 20% of the average customer’s total utility

150

bill. This amount of incremental cost or savings reduction, will drastically delay a

151

customer’s return on investment and eliminates any financial incentive to invest in a

152

residential solar energy system. The Commission should consider that Rocky Mountain

153

Power’s proposal does not account for the costs associated with purchasing a rooftop

154

solar energy system. For example, if a Rocky Mountain Power customer wants to install

155

a 7-kilowatt rooftop solar system, that customer will pay approximately $30,000 with the

156

hope of achieving (i) energy independence, (ii) long-term savings for their family, and

157

(iii) improved environment and air quality in Utah. If that same Rocky Mountain Power
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158

customer finances the cost ($30,000), over 20 years, he/she will pay about $95 per month,

159

which is not included in Rocky Mountain Power’s customer impact analysis. An average

160

rooftop solar customer with a 7-kilowatt system, which offsets 80% of their annual

161

energy usage, will see an increase of more than $31 per month on their Rocky Mountain

162

Power bill as a result of the proposed three-part rate structure. This amount will be higher

163

if their average 60-minute peak demand, during specific times, goes above 3.4 kilowatts,

164

which is possible in the summer or winter months. Simply put, an increase of $31 per

165

month will add up to nearly $15,000 of additional costs over the life of the solar system

166

(relative to their avoided utility payments assuming modest residential rate escalation)

167

and delays potential savings to the customer past the 30-year useful life of the system.

168

Q.

169
170

Did Rocky Mountain Power adequately capture the value of a residential solar
system in its Filing?

A.

No. In its proposal, Rocky Mountain Power (i) ignores the demonstrable long-term

171

benefits of residential solar to the grid, (ii) is proposing a rate structure that inherently

172

discriminates against solar customers, and (iii) is attempting to eliminate consumer

173

choice in favor of its monopoly price power. The Public Service Commission should not

174

allow Rocky Mountain Power to economically disadvantage consumers who are

175

attempting to save money by using less power and investing in their own generation,

176

while providing short-term and long-term benefits to the system and other ratepayers.

177

Additionally, the true benefits of residential solar systems have been ignored in the short-

178

term limited framework established by the Public Service Commission. Senate Bill 206

179

(UCA § 54-15-105.1) mandates that the Public Service Commission conduct a cost-

180

benefit analysis but does not limit the timeframe being considered to a self-imposed 12-
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181

month time period, which cannot properly value the long-term system benefits realized of

182

the 30-year useful life of the residential solar system. The Public Service Commission

183

should require Rocky Mountain Power to undertake a more complete analysis to capture

184

the long-term system and ratepayer benefits Rocky Mountain Power disregarded,

185

consistent with the approach Rocky Mountain Power would take for any long-term

186

investment it would build into the rate base. If this is not done, any proposed rate

187

structure will result in a one-sided outcome, benefiting Rocky Mountain Power, at the

188

expense of Utah solar customers and its growing and innovative solar industry.

189

Q.

190
191

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective with respect to the impact Rocky
Mountain Power’s proposal will have on consumer choice.

A.

The three-part rate structure proposed by Rocky Mountain Power would significantly

192

impact the payback timeline for residential solar customers and would make it unlikely

193

that any new solar customer would choose to purchase and install a rooftop solar energy

194

system for economic reasons. It will eliminate customer choice. The issue is that the solar

195

industry, together with residential solar customers, and Rocky Mountain Power do not

196

compete on a level playing field. If the approach to long-term benefits we describe above

197

was taken, I am certain that the benefits of a residential solar system would get a fair

198

treatment and the outcome would not look like the proposal Rocky Mountain Power has

199

presented. Rocky Mountain Power, in addition to being granted monopoly privileges as

200

the gate keeper to the Utah electric grid and the opportunity to earn an authorized return

201

on invested capital, it is very well funded, and has the experience and capability to

202

unduly influence the outcomes of rate proceedings. Such power, if left unmonitored, can

203

destroy and have lasting impacts on emerging technologies and business models. It is
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204

these emerging technologies and business models that are for the first time in our history

205

providing ordinary consumers the opportunity to develop a new relationship with how

206

their electricity is produced and consumed. It creates a whole new level of consumer

207

engagement and one that with their rate proposal, Rocky Mountain Power is attempting

208

to eradicate.

209

Q.

Why?

210

A.

Because it has the potential to decrease the size of their invested capital over time by

211

eliminating the need for incremental expenditures on unnecessary infrastructure. The

212

Public Service Commission’s role is to regulate Rocky Mountain Power’s influence to

213

ensure that rates remain reasonable for all customers, including those who want to invest

214

in a technology that helps them reduce their consumption of grid supplied power, which

215

we believe falls within the public interest standard and consideration. Without Public

216

Service Commission oversight and additional rules of engagement, no one would be able

217

to compete with Rocky Mountain Power and consumer choice would be non-existent in

218

Utah.

219

For example, it took legislative action in Utah before Rocky Mountain Power allowed

220

access to its grid for residential solar customers through the net metering program. The

221

net metering bill was enacted in 2002. The Public Service Commission increased the net

222

metering cap to 20% in 2009. We currently have less than 2% residential solar

223

penetration, in a state where the residential base is rapidly growing. And now, Rocky

224

Mountain Power wants to reverse that success under the guise of a specious cost shifting

225

argument and essentially eliminate a customer’s right to choose. The Public Service

226

Commission should look for ways to promote consumer choice, increase competition,
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227

break down barriers for consumers, and keep rates reasonable for all ratepayers, which

228

includes residential solar customers.

229

Q.

230
231

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective regarding public support for Solar in
Utah.

A.

In a survey performed by Dan Jones and Associates of 834 respondents throughout Utah

232

between November 21-November 29, 2016, on behalf of Vivint Solar, we learned that

233

88% of Utahns favor developing more solar energy in Utah, 76% of Utahns oppose an

234

increase of costs for customers with rooftop solar, 76% of Utahns agree that Rocky

235

Mountain Power’s proposal unfairly discriminates against solar customers, and 82% of

236

Utahns believe solar customers should have the right to reduce their electricity usage

237

without paying additional fees. In summary, Utahns support residential solar and support

238

consumers who elect to make a long-term investment in residential solar. Rocky

239

Mountain Power’s proposal would eliminate solar as an option for consumers in Utah.

240

Solar Industry Impacts

241

Q.

242
243

What impact will Rocky Mountain Power’s proposal have on the solar industry in
Utah.

A.

We would experience the same impact to the solar industry in Utah that we saw in

244

Nevada. In short, given the resulting economic outcome to customers of Rocky Mountain

245

Power’s rate proposal, it would be hard for a responsible company to recommend solar to

246

any residential customer, essentially wiping out Utah’s residential solar industry. The end

247

result would be that Utah consumers have no choice to go solar and would again become

248

captive consumers of Rocky Mountain Power’s monopoly over energy generation in

249

Utah. It is estimated that between 3,000 – 4,000 jobs will be lost in Utah as well as the
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250

associated downstream economic impact to the state. The financial community would

251

also perceive this move as symptomatic of an anti-business sentiment in the state. The

252

adverse impact to the solar industry cannot be overstated.

253

Utah is a state that prides itself in promoting business growth, economic development,

254

competition, and industry. If Rocky Mountain Power’s proposal is approved it would be

255

one of the worst net metering policies in the country and eliminate Utah’s progress

256

towards a flexible grid of the future driven by consumer choice.

257

Proposed Alternative Rate Designs

258

Q.

259
260

Please provide Vivint Solar’s perspective regarding the concept of gradualism and
the role it plays in rate design.

A.

Gradualism is a central tenet of utility rate design, which has been applied by many other

261

commissions and states when looking to make changes to its net metering policy or any

262

other shift in pricing or cost recovery methodologies. It ensures that there is a glide path

263

and the gradual implementation of a new rate design, which allows future solar customers

264

and the solar industry time to adapt, pivot, and avoids a rate shock. Unlike Rocky

265

Mountain Power’s aggressive proposal, which would shock the market, consumers, and

266

the industry, the Public Service Commission should consider a proposal that would give

267

the consumers, the solar industry, and supportive businesses, time to adapt and adjust.

268

Q.

269
270

Does Vivint Solar have an alternative rate design proposal for the Public Service
Commission to consider?

A.

Yes, Vivint Solar has an alternative rate design structure. We believe it will help Rocky

271

Mountain Power recover its true costs of serving residential solar customers and will

272

keep consumer choice and the solar industry alive in Utah.
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273

Alternative Rate Proposal, Monthly True-Up:

274

Grandfather the meter, on the then current regulatory regime, for 25 years from the date

275

the customer received permission to operate from Rocky Mountain Power. This is

276

different from guarantied energy prices, which all solar customers are exposed to. For

277

additional information on grandfathering please see Dan Black’s testimony.

278

A slight increase in the minimum bill amount for all residential customers.

279

Set the maximum offset percentage for new residential solar energy systems at 90% of

280

the customers 12 months of prior energy usage.

281

Establish a monthly true-up value for energy exported to the grid, which should start at

282

the retail rate and stepping down as the solar penetration level increases to a rate floor

283

that is determined as the “value of solar” rate.

284

Solar penetration levels should be determined by a percentage of the total number of

285

residential solar customers out of the total residential class. As the residential class

286

increases in size, on an annual basis, the solar penetration level percentage shouldl also

287

be adjusted.

288

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?

289

A. Yes.
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